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 Words Do Not Matter… Or Do They? 

We teach our children, “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words may never 

harm me.”  But is this really the lesson we should be teaching?  Possibly our words could mean 

more than we think?  The hatred of the Holocaust started with words on posters, radio, and 

during rallies.  This hatred, beginning with words, fueled the Holocaust. 

 Hitler, with his evil mastermind, influenced Germans to hate Jews with propaganda 

posters.  He would make up abhorrent lies against the Jews and publish them on posters.  From 

The Holocaust Encyclopedia, they state, “Nazi propagandists exploited pre-existing images and 

stereotypes to give a false portrayal of Jews. In this false view, Jews were an “alien race” that fed 

off the host nation, poisoned its culture, seized its economy, and enslaved its workers and 

farmers.”  Because Hitler said Jews would ruin the culture and destroy the economy, Germans 

started feeling aversion to the Jews.  In other countries, the Nazis also used posters to turn 

citizens against their own governments.  The Holocaust Encyclopedia states, “Real and perceived 

discrimination against ethnic Germans in east European nations which had gained territory at 

Germany's expense following World War I, such as Czechoslovakia and Poland, was the subject 

of Nazi propaganda. This propaganda sought to elicit political loyalty and so-called race 

consciousness among the ethnic German populations. It also sought to mislead foreign 

governments—including the European Great Powers—that Nazi Germany was making 

understandable and fair demands for concessions and annexations.”  The Nazis not only 

converted their people with written posters but also people of other countries.  In keeping up 

with the times, the Nazis also used radio to spread their hate. 
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 With the radio becoming increasing popular in homes, Hitler could use this to broadcast 

his hate message directly to citizens.  Hitler used this medium to promote his ideologies directly 

to the people at a time when that was a large part of the communication.  From The Guardian, it 

states, “Milena Jesenská, one of the most brilliant Czech journalists of her generation (most often 

remembered for her brief affair with Franz Kafka many years earlier) described the situation 

[Nazis on the radio] thus: ‘For five years all that people in the borderlands have had to do is to 

turn a switch and Nazi ideology from the German stations has flowed directly into their homes - 

it goes without saying that they all tuned into stations that they could understand! ... As a counter 

to this, all we offered was half an hour of German radio, most of it dull and indigestible. Only by 

now they are all perfectly schooled, sweet-talked and bullied, repeating parrot-fashion phrases 

about their national space.’”  Surrounding citizens did not even need to leave their home to hear 

the Nazis hate!  Also, The Nazis could broadcast their rallies, promoting more hate and their 

agenda.  The Guardian states, “The cue for the uprising was to be Hitler's speech on September 

12, which was broadcast live from the Nuremberg party rally on all German radio stations. With 

each  sentence, the Führer stirred the Sudeten Germans to rebellion.”  The speech was so 

inciting, it caused a rebellion, leading to the Holocaust.  Hitler’s rallies may have been even 

more influential in person.  

The Nazis used rallies to encourage hate and discrimination.  Hitler great rallies to show 

strength and dominance.  From Britannica, they state, “The rallies were primarily propaganda 

events, carefully staged to reinforce party enthusiasm and to showcase the power of National 

Socialism to the rest of Germany and the world.”  Since the citizens believed their government, 

they believed killing the Jews was the “right thing”.  Rallies were also the reason the laws 
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against Jews were created.  Britannica states, “The rallies usually were held in late August or 

September, lasted several days to a week, and drew hundreds of thousands of Party members and 

spectators, including hundreds of foreign journalists. The rallies included rousing speeches by 

the Führer (Hitler) that were often the occasion for the announcement of new Nazi directions. 

For example, in 1935 the racist Nüremberg Laws were promulgated against the Jews.”  These 

rallies accelerated the discrimination against Jews all with words that were used. 

The spreading of hate with words on posters, radio, and rallies is the spark that lit the fire 

of the Holocaust.  We should not be teaching our kids, words mean nothing.  What we should 

teach is words mean everything.  In a world with our lives filled with social media, anyone can 

speak harmful words to anyone.  Words sometimes are said in stone and can be brought back to 

possibly determine a job.  Words can and do influence almost everything, even the start of the 

killing of six million Jews.  Words matter. 

 

Hate evolved greater 

Killing of six million Jews 

All started with words 
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